Great Fishing Adventures
of Australia

Great Fishing Adventures of Australia
is a group of leading independently
owned fishing tourism operators who
have come together to collectively
raise the profile of Australia as a
world class fishing destination. No
matter what the season, Australia
offers international enthusiasts the
opportunity to indulge in their passion
and experience some of the very best
fishing, amongst some of the most
naturally spectacular and diverse
environments, the world has to offer.
Great Fishing Adventures of Australia
endorses sustainable fishing practices.

There’s nothing like fishing in Australia.
Any way you look at it, Australia is an angler’s
paradise. A massive island with a sparse
population, our coastline stretches nearly
60,000 kilometres and is lapped by warm, clean,
lightly-fished seas. Not surprisingly, the richness
and diversity of Australia’s fish life is nothing
short of mind-boggling, with nearly 4,000
marine species (we’re still counting!)… and many
of these fish are found nowhere else on earth.
Included in our catalogue of fishing riches are
such glittering prizes as high-flying, chromesilver barramundi, massive Murray cod with
mouths the size of buckets, the world’s greatest
seasonal concentration of huge Black Marlin,
record-breaking giant trevally, succulent
snapper, lip-smacking whiting and some of the
finest trout fishing to be found anywhere south
of the equator… and that’s just for starters!
Abundance, variety and diversity are the core
characteristics of Australian fishing. Casting
a line here is a giant lucky dip, and some of
our tropical destinations have been known to
yield well in excess of 50 species per angler
in less than a week of fishing. Not that you
need to travel to the more remote and far flung

corners of our island continent to experience
fishing bliss: there are a multitude of wonderful
day-trip opportunities right on the doorsteps
of our major cities. These allow you to mix the
cosmopolitan pleasures of fine dining, worldclass entertainment and cultural immersion with
bent rods and screaming reels… truly the best
of all worlds! Of course, there’s so much more to
building lasting fishing memories than simply
catching fish… even big ones! In the end, it’s as
much about context and experience, and you’ll
find those ingredients here in healthy servings.
Eye-popping scenery, exotic wildlife and
colourful, down-to-earth local characters are
all integral parts of the bigger picture. Better
yet, because we’re situated Down Under, in the
southern hemisphere, our seasons are reversed!
While China, North America and Europe are
seized in winter’s icy grip, we’re enjoying long,
languorous days bathed in glorious summer
sunshine… so come on down and wet a line! The
water’s fine, the fish are biting and the locals are
definitely friendly.
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Discover Great fishing adventures
MULTI DAY EXPERIENCES
1

Australian Coastal Safaris
2  Cobourg Fishing Safaris
3  Dhipirri Barra & Sportfishing Lodge
4 Driftwater Fly Fishing
5 Far North Sports Fishing
6 Groote Eylandt Sports Fishing
7  HeliSpirit
8 Kimberley Coastal Camp
9 Mackerel Islands
10 RiverFly 1864
11 Thousand Lakes Lodge

LAUNCESTON
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CHARTER OPERATORS
12  Elizabeth
13  Kekoa

E II Cruising and Fishing
Sports Fishing

DAY TRIP OPERATORS
14 Aussie Fly Fisher
15 Bay Fish N Trips
16 Cairns Reef Fishing
17 East Coast Angling
18 Fly Fishing Frontiers
19 Helifish
20 Hervey Bay Fly and Sport Fishing

Need more information on selling fishing adventures?
Visit Australia.com/fishing or review the dedicated Aussie Specialist fishing training module.
Contact: Dean Cooper
dcooper@tourism.australia.com
tourism.australia.com/fishing
australia.com/fishing
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21  Mahi

Mahi Fishing Charters
Northern Conquest Charters
23 Quest Angling Expeditions
24  Sydney Flyfishing Tours
25 Tie ‘n’ Fly Outfitters
26  Ultimate Adventures - Barramundi Fishing
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